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Press Release 

 EZCoin is a fully independent blockchain, running on its own nodes and 

ports. Utilizing the Scrypt algorithm we have created an energy efficient crypto 

currency coin that serves as the backbone of the EZCoin ecosystem.  EZCoin 

is a mineable coin, and miners are rewarded for mining EZCoin blocks.  

Born on 12/8/21: The first EZCoin block was successfully mined. 

 These are very exciting times for the EZCoin team, and our amazing 

growing community. We want to welcome everyone from around the globe, to 

join us in this glorious effort.   

 

What's been done: EZCoin developers have given us a lot to work with now. 

The following tasks have been completed at this time. 

 Mineable Scrypt algorithm cryptocurrency: EZCoin (EZC) 1Billion Max. 

 Website and VPS secure servers: Online 

 Social Media Channels: Growing 

 Whitepaper: https://www.myezcoin.com/whitepapers 

 Source code: https://github.com/Davegunn99/EZCoin 

 Core Wallet (PC): https://www.myezcoin.com/wallet 

 Block Explorer: https://explorer.myezcoin.com 

 Mining Pool: https://pool.myezcoin.com 

 

 

https://www.myezcoin.com/whitepapers
https://github.com/Davegunn99/EZCoin
https://www.myezcoin.com/wallet
https://explorer.myezcoin.com/
https://pool.myezcoin.com/


What's next: The ICO & Listing Exchanges. 

The next update will have more detail about the road ahead.  We are gearing 

up for an Initial Coin Offering.  This is when purchases can begin. 

o The ICO starting price is not being released at this time.  

o The ICO goals are not being released at this time. 

o The ICO starting date is unknown at this time. 

o The ICO currency swaps are unknown at this time. 

We are working very swiftly to bring EZCoin to market, and we will provide 

another update when we have more to release.  

 

A message from our founder: 

 "I want to thank everyone who has contributed to this effort.  Our 

community is growing strong and representing us very well.  It's an honor and a 

pleasure to be able to bring this coin to you.  I'm very excited, and looking 

forward to watching all of us push EZCoin into the Top 10 crypto currencies on 

the market today. This effort will be strong, and swift. We will run into obstacles 

along the way, and I'm fully prepared to do anything necessary to overcome 

them.  Let's spread the word. Let's tell our loved ones, tell our friends, and tell 

our co-workers, how EZCoin can change all of our lives.  Make Life Easy."  

 - David Gunn 
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